
Class Based Processing Exercise 
Computational Media 
 
 

Description: 
 
The objective of this lesson is to set up a Class called ‘Actor’ that will allow the programmer 
to create different ‘characters’ within a processing program.  This opens possibilities to make 
multiple moving objects, interactive art/games, and simplify collision detection.  At the end 
of this lesson you will have an ‘Actor Class’ that you can use in your final project and other 
assignments.  The Actor class provides the foundation on which we will build multi-shape and 
articulated animated characters.    
 

 
 

Vocabulary: 
 
Class:  A Java programming structure that acts as a ‘blueprint’ for modeling an object.  A Class 
collects variables and methods into one structure. 
 
Child Class: A special class that extends and inherits the properties and functions of another 
class. 
 
Fields:  The points of data within a class.  Fields are variables that hold information that 
describes or models the class.   
 
Functions (or Methods):  Actions a Class knows how to do.   
 
Constructor:  A special function at the beginning of a class that allows the programmer to 
create an “instance” of the class. 
 
Instance:  An individual object created from a Class blueprint.   
 

 
 
  
 
  



UML Diagram: 
The Universal Markup Language diagram for Actor is as follows.  The Actor class will be the 

‘Parent Class’ for our programming. 
 
 
 
 
  

Actor 
// Fields 
+ float x 
+ float y 
+ int fillRed 
+ int fillGreen 
+ int fillBlue 
+ int penRed 
+ int penGreen 
+ int penBlue 
+ int size 
+ int wid 
+ int hei 
+ float linewidth 
+ float dx 
+ float dy 
+ float velocity 
+ float direction 
+ float course 
// Constructors 
public Actor() 
public Actor(float xPos, float yPos) 
// Methods and Functions 
+ void setColor(int r, int g, int b) 
+ void setPenColor(int r, int g, int b) 
+ void setPenWidth(float w) 
+ void move() 
+ void forward() 
+ void goTo(float x, float y) 
+ void bounceEdge() 
+ float distanceTo(Actor a) 
+ Boolean isTouching(Actor a) 
+ void bounceActor(Actor a) 
+ void setDX(float xVel) 
+ void setDY(float yVel) 
+ void computeVector() 
+ void turn(float t) 
+ void left(float t) 
+ void right(float t) 
+ void drawRect() 
+ void drawEllipse() 
+ void drawSquare() 
+ void drawPolygon(int sides) 
+ void drawLine() 
 

Note that the UML diagram outlines 
the Fields, Constructor, and Methods 
for the Actor Class.  Following this 
outline will help you code out the 
class by providing names for 
functions, variables, and parameters. 



Process and Requirements: 
 
1.  Start a new Processing Project and Call it “lastname_ActorClass”. 
 
2.  In the main tab, define a setup() and draw() function to create a 600 by 400 pixel canvas.  
You may choose any background color you like. 
 

 
 
3.  We now will define the Actor Class.  Click on the new tab icon and name the class ‘Actor’. 
 

 



 
 
 
 
4.   Go to this link:  http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Actor.txt  

 
5.  Select all the text at this link and copy: 
 

 
 
6.  Go back to your Processing project and paste this text into the Actor Tab.   
 

 
  

http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Actor.txt


 
7.  You have now set up a class called ‘Actor’ that will allow you to model moving shapes and 
characters in Processing.  We will now create “Children” of the ‘Actor’ to implement specific 
shapes and movements.     

 
8.  Add a new Tab called “SpinningTriangle” 
 

 
 
  



9.   Outline the code in ‘SpinningTriangle’ to create a child class of Actor.   
 

 
 
10.   Add a constructor to SpinningTriangle: 

 

 
 
 



 
 
11.  Define the act() function for the SpinningTriangle.   ‘act()’ defines the actions that 
SpinningTriangle will do. 
 

 
 
 
12.  Go back to the main tab.  Create an instance of SpinningTriangle called ‘myTriangle’: 
 

 



 
 
 
 
13.  In the void draw() function, write the code to have myTriangle.act().  This makes your Actor do its 
instructions. 
 

 
 
 
 
14.   Click the Play Button to see myTriangle spin. 

 

 
 
 
 



 
15.  Create a new tab and write a new Child class called BouncingSquare.  The code is shown 
below: 
 

 
 
 
16.  In the main tab, add an instance of BouncingSquare with the code indicated by the blue 
arrows. 

 
 
  



17.  Save and run.  You should see a blue spinning square and the green triangle: 

 

18.   We now want to add functionality to the Actor class. Our objects have the ability to move, 
bounce, and turn.  We now want to give the ability for our objects to pass off the right side of 
the canvas and re-appear on the left.   We will code this function inside the Actor class.  Click on 
the Actor class tab: 

 

 

  



19.  Scroll down to the bottom of the tab and add the outline of the passRight() function below 
the drawLine() function: 

 

 

20. We want to measure when the x position of the Actor is greater than the width of the 
canvas.  We do this with an ‘if’ statement.  Write the outline of the ‘if’ statement inside the 
passRight() function: 

 

 

  



21.  We now write the action inside the ‘if’ statement.  If the x is greater than the width of the 
canvas, we want the x set to 0.   Place this code inside the ‘if’ statement. 

 

 

22. We will now test this function with a new Child class.  Create a new Tab called 
‘RacingRectangle’ and place the following code in the tab: 

 



23.  Go to the main tab and create an instance of RacingRectangle called ‘myRectangle’ and 
then call the act() function. 

 

23. Save and click the Run Icon.  You should see the red rectangle moving left to right and 
passing through the right part of the screen. 

 

 

  



Requirements to Finish Class Based Exercise: 

 

1. Implement the following functions in the Actor class. Use the passRight() function as a model: 

Function Name Description 

public void passLeft() When an Actor passes off the left of the 
canvas, the Actor re-appears on the right. 
(The opposite of passRight() ) 

public void passTop() When an Actor passes off the top of the 
canvas, the Actor re-appears on the bottom.  
(Hint – measure the y position of the Actor) 

public void passBottom() When an Actor passes off the bottom of the 
canvas, the Actor re-appears at the top.   

 
2.  Create a Class Car that extends Actor using the drawCar() function from the 
lastname_fuctions_01 exercise.  Follow the Directions at: 
http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Creating_Child_Class_Actor_Processing.pdf  
 
3.  Create an additional Class that extends Actor that draws a function/object of your choice.  
You may re-use your myDrawing() function from lastname_functions_01.   
 
  

http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Creating_Child_Class_Actor_Processing.pdf


4.  Create at the following Child classes and instances as listed below: 
 

Name of Child 
Class 

Name of 
instance 

Color Shape Size Action (code in 
void act() ) 

SpinningOctagon myOctagon Red Octagon 50 Spins 
counterclockwise 

SpinningHexagon myHexagon Blue Hexagon 75 Spins clockwise 
BouncingPentagon myPentagon Green Pentagon 35 Bouncing and 

turning 
counterclockwise 

Arm myArm Purple N/A 75 Long, 
Line 
Width: 10 

Clockwise 

Circle myCircle Blue Circle 50 Bouncing 
Car1 myCar1 N/A N/A N/A Moving left and 

passing through 
the left and re-
appearing on the 
right. 

Car2 myCar2 N/A N/A N/A Moving right and 
passing through 
the right and re-
appearing on the 
left. 

Your Child Class Your choice Your 
choice 

Your choice N/A Moving 
according to 
your choice 

Your Child Class Your choice Your 
choice 

Your choice N/A Moves with the 
Mouse Pointer 

 
Resources for Mouse and Keyboard events can be found at: 
 
http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Event_Based_Actor_Class_Functions.pdf  
 
5.  Take a Screenshot of the Canvas with all objects and place on your Google Site on the 
“Processing” page.  Upload a ZIP archive of your Actor class project to your Google Site 
Processing Page. 
 

 

http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Event_Based_Actor_Class_Functions.pdf

